NAMC Early Childhood (3-6) Curriculum Support Material

**EARLY CHILDHOOD CLASSROOM GUIDE**

A. Classroom Guide Glossary
B. Early Childhood Intern and Evaluation Forms

**PRACTICAL LIFE**

A. Clipping Nails Template
B. Place Setting Control Chart
C. Sewing Cards

**SENSORIAL**

A. Inset Paper Template
B. Sensorial Creative Ideas

**Nomenclature Cards**

**PRINT**

A. Colors Nomenclature Cards
B. Shades of Colors Nomenclature Cards (Additional Resource)
C. Geometric Shapes Nomenclature Cards
D. Botany Cabinet Nomenclature Cards
E. Geometric Solids Nomenclature Cards

**BLACKLINE MASTERS**

A. Botany Cabinet Blackline Masters

**CURSIVE**

A. Colors Nomenclature Cards Cursive
B. Shades of Colors Nomenclature Cards Cursive (Additional Resource)
C. Geometric Shapes Nomenclature Cards Cursive
D. Botany Cabinet Nomenclature Cards Cursive
E. Geometric Solids Nomenclature Cards Cursive
LANGUAGE ARTS

Oral Language
A. Suggested Objects for the Sound Pouches
B. Geometric Solids Picture Cards
C. Animal Picture Cards
D. Images of Works of Art
E. Animal Families Picture Cards
F. Objects in the Environment Picture Cards
G. Fruit Nomenclature Cards - Print
H. Fruit Nomenclature Cards - Cursive
I. Rhyming Picture Cards
J. What Doesn’t Rhyme?
K. Theme Classification Picture Cards
L. What Doesn’t Belong?
M. Seasons Picture Cards
N. Spatial Relationships Picture Cards
O. Sequencing Picture Cards
P. Life Cycle of a Plant

Writing
A. Inset Paper
B. Sandpaper Letters Order of Introduction
C. Sandpaper Letter Control Chart
D. Phonetic Alphabet Scrapbook
E. Sandpaper Letter Cards
F. Small Movable Alphabet
G. Placing Letters on Lines Control Chart
H. Printing Word Cards
I. Letters Sheets Double Lines
J. Letters Sheets Single Lines
K. Sentences Sheets
L. Writing Paper
M. Matching Capital Letters
Reading

**Pink Material**
A. Suggestions for Pink Object Boxes  
B. Pink Object Boxes  
C. Classroom Label Cards  
D. Pink Picture Boxes  
E. Pink Picture Sheets  
F. Pink Booklets  
G. Pink Word Lists  
H. Personal Dictionary  
I. Pink Phrase Strips  
J. Pink Sentence Strips  
K. Pink Short Stories  
L. Pink Exercise Sheets – Matching  
M. Pink Exercise Sheets – Fill In the Blank  
N. Pink Exercise Sheets – Comprehension  
O. Pink Exercise Sheets – Rhyming

**Command Cards**
A. Command Cards

**Sight Words**
A. Sight Word Cards  
B. Sight Word Lists  
C. Sight Word Bingo Player Cards  
D. Sight Word Bingo Caller Cards

**Blue Material**
A. Blue Consonant Blend Boxes  
B. Suggestions for Blue Object Boxes  
C. Blue Object Boxes  
D. Blue Picture Boxes  
E. Blue Booklets  
F. Blue Word Lists  
G. Blue Sentence Strips  
H. Blue Short Stories  
I. Blue Word Bank  
J. Blue Exercise Sheets – Beginning Blends  
K. Blue Exercise Sheets – Matching  
L. Blue Exercise Sheets – Fill In the Blank  
M. Blue Exercise Sheets – Comprehension  
N. Blue Exercise Sheets – Rhyming

**Double Sandpaper Letter Phonograms**
A. Double Sandpaper Letter Phonogram Picture Boxes  
B. Double Sandpaper Letter Phonogram Word Lists  
C. Double Sandpaper Letter Phonogram Sentence Strips  
D. Double Sandpaper Letter Phonogram Short Stories
Green Material
A. Green Picture Boxes
B. Sorting Phonogram Sounds
C. Green Word Lists
D. Green Sentence Strips
E. Green Short Stories
F. Green Word Bank
G. Green Exercise Sheets – Matching
H. Green Exercise Sheets – Fill In the Blank
I. Green Exercise Sheets – Comprehension

Parts of Speech
A. Farm Label Cards
B. Logical Adjective Game
C. Grammar Symbols Working Set
D. Grammar and Transposing Label Cards
E. Grammar Phrase Strips
F. Detective Adjective Game – Label Cards
G. Detective Adjective Game – Triangles
H. Detective Adjective Game Command Cards
I. Logical Agreement Game
J. Logical Adverb Game
K. Grammar Symbols Sheet
L. Grammar Exercise Sheets – Matching
M. Grammar Exercise Sheets – Symbolizing Sentences
N. Grammar Exercise Sheets – Creating Sentences

Additional Resources
A. Book Report Template
B. Research Report Template
**CULTURE AND SCIENCE**

**Montessori Activities**
A. Calendar Songs and Poems  
B. Months of the Year  
C. Weather Songs and Poems

**Geography**
A. Continent Song

**Nomenclature Cards**

**PRINT**
A. Land and Water Forms Nomenclature Cards  
B. Continent Nomenclature Cards  
C. Flags of the World Nomenclature Cards

**BLACKLINE MASTERS**
A. Land and Water Forms Nomenclature Cards  
B. Continent Nomenclature Cards  
C. Flags of the World Nomenclature Cards

**CURSIVE**
A. Land and Water Forms Nomenclature Cards  
B. Continent Nomenclature Cards

**History**
A. Paper Sun  
B. Birthday Songs

**Zoology**
A. Animal Care Schedule  
B. Continent Map Outlines  
C. Metamorphosis of an Amphibian

**Nomenclature Cards**

**PRINT**
A. Parts of the Fish Nomenclature Cards  
B. Parts of the Frog Nomenclature Cards  
C. Parts of the Turtle Nomenclature Cards  
D. Parts of the Bird Nomenclature Cards  
E. Parts of the Horse Nomenclature Cards  
F. Parts of the Guinea Pig Nomenclature Cards (Additional Resource)

**BLACKLINE MASTERS**
A. Parts of the Fish  
B. Parts of the Frog  
C. Parts of the Turtle  
D. Parts of the Bird  
E. Parts of the Horse  
F. Parts of the Guinea Pig (Additional Resource)
CURSIVE
A. Parts of the Fish
B. Parts of the Frog
C. Parts of the Turtle
D. Parts of the Bird
E. Parts of the Horse
F. Parts of the Guinea Pig (Additional Resource)

Botany
A. Plant Care Schedule

Nomenclature Cards
PRINT
A. Parts of the Plant Nomenclature Cards
B. Parts of the Root Nomenclature Cards
C. Parts of the Stem Nomenclature Cards
D. Parts of the Leaf Nomenclature Cards
E. Parts of the Flower Nomenclature Cards
F. Parts of the Fruit Nomenclature Cards
G. Parts of the Seed Nomenclature Cards

BLACKLINE MASTERS
A. Parts of the Plant
B. Parts of the Root
C. Parts of the Stem
D. Parts of the Leaf
E. Parts of the Flower
F. Parts of the Fruit
G. Parts of the Seed

CURSIVE
A. Parts of the Plant
B. Parts of the Root
C. Parts of the Stem
D. Parts of the Leaf
E. Parts of the Flower
F. Parts of the Fruit
G. Parts of the Seed

Science
A. Color Wheel
MATHEMATICS

Numbers to Ten
A. Creative Ideas: Number Rods Variations
B. Sandpaper Number Control Chart
C. Number Slips 0 to 10 Memory Game

Introduction to the Decimal System
A. Number Slips Matching Quantities and Numbers

The Four Operations

GOLDEN BEAD MATERIAL ACTIVITIES
A. Four Operations Addition
B. Four Operations Subtraction
C. Four Operations Multiplication
D. Four Operations Division
E. Arithmetic Symbols and Equation Lines
F. Dynamic Division Remainder Cards

EQUATION GRIDS
A. Equation Grid — Addition
B. Equation Grid — Subtraction
C. Equation Grid — Multiplication
D. Equation Grid — Division
E. Equation Grid — Long Division

STAMP GAME
A. Stamp Game Addition
B. Stamp Game Subtraction
C. Stamp Game Multiplication and Division

DOT GAME
A. Equation Slips for Addends (Multiple Addends)
B. Equation Slips for Multiplication

Word Problems
A. Word Problem Cards
B. Word Problems Key Words

Teens, Tens, and Hundreds
A. Short Bead Stair Coloring
B. Number Slips for the Hundred Chain
C. Hundred Board Control Chart
D. Blank Hundred Board
Nomenclature Cards
A. Short Bead Stair Colored Text Nomenclature Cards
B. Short Bead Stair Colored Cursive Nomenclature Cards
C. Short Bead Stair Colored Numerals Nomenclature Cards
D. Short Bead Stair Plain Text Nomenclature Cards
E. Short Bead Stair Plain Cursive Nomenclature Cards
F. Short Bead Stair Plain Numerals Nomenclature Cards
G. Short Bead Stair Plain Numerals Vertical Nomenclature Cards
H. Numbers 11 to 19 Nomenclature Cards
I. Numbers 10 to 90 Nomenclature Cards

Memorization
ADDITION
A. Addition Template
B. Addition Tables Booklet
C. Equation Slips for Addition Facts

SUBTRACTION
A. Subtraction Template
B. Subtraction Tables Booklet
C. Equation Slips for Subtraction Facts

MULTIPLICATION
A. Multiplication Tables Booklet
B. Equation Slips for Multiplication Facts
C. Number Cards for Colored Bead Bar Multiplication

DIVISION
A. Division Tables Booklet
B. Equation Slips for Division Facts

Material Templates
ADDITION
A. Addition Chart 1
B. Addition Chart 2
C. Addition Chart 3
D. Addition Chart 4
E. Addition Chart 5
F. Addition Chart 6

SUBTRACTION
A. Subtraction Chart 1
B. Subtraction Chart 2
C. Subtraction Chart 3
MULTIPLICATION
A. Multiplication Chart 1
B. Multiplication Chart 2
C. Multiplication Chart 3
D. Multiplication Chart 4
E. Multiplication Chart 5

DIVISION
A. Division Chart 1
B. Division Chart 2
C. Division Chart 3

COSMIC QUESTIONS
A. Instructions – Cosmic Questions
B. Cosmic Questions Practical Life
C. Cosmic Questions Culture and Science
D. Cosmic Questions Language Arts
E. Cosmic Questions Math

MASTERY CHECKLISTS
A. EC Mastery Checklist Instructions

Practical Life Mastery Checklists
A. Practical Life Year 1
B. Practical Life Year 2
C. Practical Life Year 3 (no activities)

Sensorial Mastery Checklists
A. Sensorial Year 1
B. Sensorial Year 2
C. Sensorial Year 3 (no activities)

Language Arts Mastery Checklists
A. Language Arts Year 1
B. Language Arts Year 2
C. Language Arts Year 3

Culture and Science Mastery Checklists
A. Culture and Science Year 1
B. Culture and Science Year 2
C. Culture and Science Year 3

Math Mastery Checklists
A. Math Year 1 (no activities)
B. Math Year 2
C. Math Year 3